Fabulous Singapore: 4 Nights/ 5 Days
Day
01

02

03

04

05

Itinerary
Arrive Singapore
Arrive Singapore Airport, on arrival transfer to your hotel, evening
Night Safari. O/N at Singapore (Breakfast, Indian Dinner)
Singapore
After breakfast depart for Orientation City Tour with Singapore
Flyer. Rest of the day at leisure or Shopping. O/N at Singapore
(Breakfast, Indian Dinner)
Singapore
After breakfast depart for full day at Universal Studios, enjoy all
unlimited rides. O/N at Singapore(Breakfast, Indian Dinner)
Singapore
After Breakfast full day Sentosa Island including one way Cable
car, Underwater World, Dolphin Show, Butterfly Park, Luge &
Skyride, Insects Kingdom & Wings of Time. O/N at Singapore
(Breakfast, Indian Dinner)
Singapore – Mumbai
After breakfast depart to International Airport to board flight to
Mumbai.(Breakfast)

Includes

Accommodation in selected hotels with breakfast
All transfers & sightseeing on SIC basis
Dinners mentioned above at all Indian Restaurants
Services of English Speaking Representative

Excludes

Overseas Mediclaim Insurance
Return airfare & required visa
Any expenditure of personal nature
Any meals not included in the itinerary

Per Person
Adult
CWB
CNB

Tour Cost 3* Hotels
SGD 595
SGD 425
SGD 355

Tour Cost 4* Hotels
SGD 825
SGD 625
SGD 385

City
Singapore

3*Hotels
Cultural Hotel/Gr. Imperial/
Aqueen Lavender/ Similar

4* Hotels
Park Royal/ Orchard Parade/
Similar

Note: The above are only an indicative rates. The conversion of SGD Currency
will be applicable on the prevailing rate on the date of booking. The rates are
subject to change due to any fluctuation in exchange rates. We are also not
responsible for any cancelation of services due to unavoidable circumstances and
the same is non refundable
Accommodations provided as above may change due to any emergency or non
availability due to certain events and festivals but will be provided in the same
category. Any unutilized services are non refundable and the organizers have full
right to collect difference of fare for providing additional services. We are also
dependent on local tour operator and hoteliers so we are also not responsible for
any discrepancy in the services provided by them but we will try to solve it
immediately wherever possible.
Any Change in other services like the ground arrangements with sightseeing also
depend upon certain events and festival during the tour period for which we are
not responsible and the passenger has to compromise with the available
facilities. However we will take due cares for the passenger and see that they
will not suffer during the tour & enjoy the tour without any trouble.

Add on 2 Nights Cruise

INR 16600 Onward

TRAVEL CONSULTANT
TOUR COORDINATORS: INBOUND & OUTBOUND
Tel: +91 22 28692485: Cell: +91 9833934801
Email: travelconsultant31@yahoo.in
Website: www.travelconsultant.in

